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SKU Designation French Law Shots Energy (J) Length (cm) Weight (g) Airsoft Type MSRP

LE1041
SCORPION EVO 3 A1 CNC

AEG Replica 
Vente libre 75  1.3  425  2300  Electrical  849.00 € incl. tax

The EVO is back in its best version
Features:

Length:425-625mm/16.7-24.6in
Width:58/238
Barrel length:208mm/8.2 inches
Mag. Capacity: 75 BB's
Hop-up: Adjustable
Velocity: 120 ms/394 fps
Weight:2300gr/5.1lb
Energy:1.3 joules

 

As the name suggests, this latest incarnation of the EVO is equipped with a range of premium CNC parts
from our own ULTIMATE component range. Externally, the new CNC trigger is clearly visible. The CNC
trigger allows for a shorter trigger pull, making it easier to quickly follow-up fire.

Internally, this edition of the EVO includes the full range of spectacular components. Starting with the
ULTIMATE CNC 30K motor, the highest quality motor in our catalog. It's fast, strong and reliable.
Combining this with our ULTIMATE CNC 16.5:1 gearset, the CNC EVO spits out a whopping 35 BBs per
second.

All this speed needs to be controlled, which is why the Leviathan ECU is integrated. With this ECU, the
EVO CNC offers superior trigger response and programmable firing modes. Installing an anti-return lock
also allows the use of pre-cocking. With the Leviathan app installed on the user's smartphone, the user can
further fine-tune the rate of fire, adjust pre-cocking, active braking and much more. Additionally, the
compression set has also received a complete CNC upgrade. This provides the most consistent air
distribution for each BB fired.
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As if that wasn't enough, the CNC EVO is equipped with the CNC ULTIMATE hop-up unit. This hop-up
unit has been CNC machined from a single piece of aerospace aluminum, resulting in a far superior
component. It offers up to a 20% increase in range and accuracy, and also allows the use of virtually all hop-
up joints and BB weights available on the airsoft market.

Overall, the CNC EVO is everything one could hope for from an already impressive airsoft SMG that has
been upgraded with some of the highest quality upgrade parts on the market. Its lifespan, performance and
power are better than ever. This is truly the best the EVO has to offer.

 

Please note, only 1 charger included in the box.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


